
Overview    
Munck Wilson Mandala’s litigation team is considered a formidable opponent in the court room, often rivaling Am Law 100 firms with significantly 
larger litigation teams.  We have successfully prosecuted and defended cases in federal and state trial and appellate courts, before arbitration 
panels, and in administrative actions before federal and state agencies throughout the United States.  Our “think outside the box” approach to 
legal analysis and argumentation is designed to maximize the presentation of our clients’ best and most persuasive case.     

Experience    
At Munck Wilson Mandala, we have built a strong team of skilled and aggressive trial lawyers.  We bring sound business judgment to bear on your 
case and we tailor litigation strategies to the specific facts of your case.

We represent companies in nearly every industry and have substantial expertise litigating a wide variety of sophisticated commercial disputes.  
Our litigation team has received the Texas Lawyer Hall of Fame Verdicts honor for two intellectual property cases: Texas Advanced Optoelectronic 
Solutions, Inc. v. Intersil Corp. and iLife Technologies Inc. v. Nintendo of America Inc.  

In 2021, we received an $86 million jury verdict in AMS Sensors USA Inc. f/k/a. Texas Advanced Optoelectronic Solutions, Inc. v. Renasas Electronics America 
Inc. f/k/a Intersil Corporation, a trade secret and patent infringement damages trial in the Eastern District of Texas.

In 2020, our litigation team was named Litigation Department of the Year in the midsize/general litigation category by Texas Lawyer and our 
attorneys are recognized annually by The Best Lawyers in America©, Super Lawyers, IP Stars USA, Benchmark Litigation, and Lawdragon 500 
Leading Lawyers in America.  Munck Wilson Mandala received Top Verdict listings from both Verdict Search and TopVerdict.com for trial work 
in 2015, 2016 and 2017 and in 2021, the firm was named a Texas Regional Powerhouse by Law360.  Through tenacious research and strategy, we 
develop cases that stand against cross-examination and convince judges and juries to award decisions favorable to our clients.
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Highlights
• We Know How to Fight

At Munck Wilson Mandala, we have built a strong team of skilled and aggressive trial lawyers. We bring 
sound business judgment to bear on your case and we tailor litigation strategies to the specific facts of your 
case.

• Award Winning Litigators
Named a Litigation Department of the Year in 2020, Munck Wilson Mandala litigators, both associates and 
partners, are frequently honored and recognized for their outstanding legal work by Super Lawyers, Best 
Lawyers in America, Benchmark Litigation, Rising Stars, and various other listings.  

• Diverse Industry Experience
We represent companies in nearly every industry and have substantial expertise litigating a wide variety of 
sophisticated commercial disputes, with hundreds of cases tried to verdict or arbitration award.
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Commercial Litigation

Related Practices:  
Arbitration
Class Action Litigation
Consumer Litigation
Employment Litigation
Patent Litigation
Securities Litigation
Trade Secret Litigation


